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Introduction

Welcome Reader, 

This book is intended to provide background for 
some of the ideas at play within the 5 Year Plan proj-

the desire to make a work of Art, unique in character 
and materiality. The inspiration came from the art-
works printed onto the side of sling bags called jho-
las that are commonly made by Gandhi ashram col-
lectives throughout India. The cloth they are made 
from, called khadi, is made from hand-spun cotton 
thread woven on hand-looms, a cloth with deep 
resonance in India. Until recently, everything I knew 
about Gandhi was learned from the jholas I use. The 
artworks on them have a casual unscripted beauty; 
they are instructive of Gandhian ideas of non-violent 
humanity and service to society. I consider these 
works an authentic form of counter-industrial pop 
art, worthy of collection and study.

To make a book in appreciation of artwork pro-
duced in a Gandhi Ashram environment, you 
must include the elements of it’s inspiration. 
Khadi was the backbone of  Gandhi’s vision, a 
means of subsistence for the poorest of the poor. 
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The spinning and weaving process itself also had 
deep spiritual resonance for Gandhi, in its poten-
tial to turn the mind to non-violence and compas-
sion. A book of such artworks should contain the 
medium of the message and therefore be printed 
onto khadi.

Seva (service) is one of the guiding principals of 

To honor the intentions of the Gandhian artists 
who inspired the 5 Year Plan project, it was es-
sential that it be a seva/service. 5 Year Plan is an 
artwork as social architecture. There is no separa-
tion between those serving and those served; it is 
not charity. Each person involved has contributed 
their art, their work and intelligence to make the 
project what it is. Our method is to encourage 
cooperation between artists, village producers of 
khadi cloth, art lovers, consumers and relief work-

(MSF).  All participants have responded to their 
compassion, the artists and writers who contribut-
ed, the volunteers of Gandhi Ashrams who cleared 
every obstacle; the printers, patrons, and gallerists, 
the people on the streets—every single step of the 
way has been guided by their compassion. 
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The artists in the 5 Year Plan all in one way or an-

of them understood the project in their own way. 
Much of the work is by anonymous artists whose 
production is for the marketplace, they may not 
perceive what they do as art. There is an astonish-
ing range of perceptions as to the nature of art, 
particularly in this poly-cultural context. 

The 5 Year Plan project is timely for many reasons, 
particularly environmentally and economically.  
The opening of India’s markets to cheap foreign 
synthetics has had a devastating effect on the vil-
lage industries which produce khadi and other 
goods.  Ironically, the very plastic bags which have 
largely replaced the jhola in the home are being  
declared illegal in many states in India due to the 
harm they do to the environment.  Jhola bags are a 
sustainable answer: they are practical and beauti-
ful, and they reduce the need for plastic bags. They 
are also soft to the touch, and a pleasure to use. 
The irregularities in the threads speak of true hand 
labor, from the cotton bole to the charka spinning 
wheel to the loom.  Purchasing khadi supports 
village families. You can learn all this just by using 
jholas and appreciating them as they are.  
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Here’s some background on the khadi that the 
5 Year Plan is printed on. It was woven by the 
people of the Manav Seva Samiti Khanjarpur 
Ashram in Modinagar (UP) India.

All the thread for the book was spun by hand and 
then woven on hand-looms. Each meter of khadi 
requires about 1500 meters of thread. It takes a 
person about a day and a half to spin 1500 meters 
of thread.

In total we needed 1400 meters of khadi. This 
means we needed 2,100,000 meters of thread, 
requiring 2100 days of  spinning.

A weaver can do about 8 meters in a day. This 
means that we provided 175 days of work to the 
weavers of the ashram.
In total, just to make the cloth for the book, we 
created almost 2300 days of work. The weavers 
and spinners for their part produce a fabric of real 
character and beauty.
Mr Handa of Gandhi Hindustani Sahitya Sabha 
Ashram in Delhi, took me under his wing to 
make this project happen.  He himself and his 
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lives in total service to the poor. Mr Handa would 
like me to point out that when you purchase 
khadi you help the poorest villager in the world 

In closing I must thank the artists and poets and 
scholars who contributed work, humbling me 
with their generosity. In the Literary Compan-

writings by Mahatma Gandhi that are as relevant 
now as the day they were written, 5 dreams of Al-

(OUTLOOK magazine March 29, 2010).  

I would particularly like to thank Prof. Andy 
Rotman of Smith College for his insights and en-
couragement, and for his contribution of 3 of the 
artworks in the 5 Year Plan khadi book. Also my 
deepest gratitude to Mr and Mrs Handa who be-
lieves in the project and removed every obstacle, 
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facilitating work with Gandhi Ashram collectives. 
Thanks also to Gurpreet Sidhu and Orijit Sen of 
People Tree Collective for sheltering me in their 
workshop, introducing me to brilliant people and 
guiding by example.

friend, Rudraksh Printers, Jaipur. Thanks also to 

(Feature Inc), John Studer, Krista Friebaum + Zoe 
Turnbull, Shari Cavin (Cavin-Morris Gallery), 
Ingrid Dinter, Minhazz Majumdar (minhazzma-
jumdar.org), Peter Hale (Allen Ginsberg Estate), 
The People of India, Maria and John Sinift, Steven 

-

am nothing.  

—Aaron Sinift, Editor
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Gandhi; the only solution for the modern 
world

 

Gandhi to me was not only a human, but also a 
way of life to be lived. It is surprising that we are 
facing today what he had foreseen at the earli-
est stage of his philosophical development when 
he pleaded for decentralization of the economy 
which the people did accept.

The people’s representatives in government 
went ahead with industrialization which resulted 

and backward (poor) countries but also the rich 
and most advanced countries are facing the prob-
lems of centralized economies. 

For example, the people are leaving the vil-
lages and rushing to the cities which are getting 
thickly populated not only by industries but 
unemployed poor hoping for work. From here 
start the problems, more population needs elec-
tricity, water, space to live, while the disparity 
between poor and rich people leads the younger 
generation toward vices of thieves and dacoits to 
become rich overnight.

As the industrial machines are growing, our 
lives are also becoming mechanical. Everybody 
is so busy and tense that they have no time for 
others. It results that the rate of suicide is increas-
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Even though they have all facilities of life, they 
are committing suicide societally and environ-
mentally.

The only solution for solving these problems is 
-

situation and his pleas were heard by the people 
but ignored by the government. 

The law and order position in the whole world 
is deteriorating due to increased centralization. 
The governments of all countries are worried 
about the new problem of terrorism which is also 
increasing day by day. 

follow the same path. Even if we have lots of 

a carefree and peaceful life, if we want to live 
in peace the only solution is to follow Gandhi’s 
example.
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Two Dreams of Jack Kerouac
by Allen Ginsberg

KEROUAC ‘S LABORS

had travelled together thru various countries and 
war landscapes, Chechnya, Russia, Prague, Lon-
don, Lower East Side with miraculous encounters 

youth gangs, radio broadcasts, airplane rides 

“Jesus Christ how will I remember all that hap-

healthy as I prepared to leave.

already done so much you don’t have to strain 
to live, you should stay around on earth till old 
age maybe 80 or 90 years you’ve got you can 
go to—You don’t have to work so hard, you’re 
already  immortal in your work, but you’re valu-
able to the world, just the example of persistence 

six months, every year a production, you can take 
your time, rest, maybe one small volume every 

of thought over the ten year cycles—that should 
be easy, it would write itself. That way you can 

-
buttoned, resting — I held him round, said I was 
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worried, happy he was on earth for another few 
decades.
      

 

THE VAST VALLEY OF THE WORLD

A visionary dream, barely remembered, returned in full 
landscape as I lay in bed with churchbells pounding out 
metallic clang of 7am balmy winter morn—

I’d been travelling with Kerouac for decades, now I was 

the valley deeper into the farm belt to continue thru Ameri-
ca till he got home along his road —which led down into the 

 
 

the city too tired to continue the public hejira.
Kerouac meanwhile was still expostulating his American 

into a narrow minded province of Multinational Powers—
“Look we still own this vast landscape, we still 

dwell in the Valley of the World, the Valley of the Lord, 
now it’s only a Shadow of the Lord still visible but it’s 

our stars our winter sun our moons our own bodies our 

mistake deny me no Denys —

us—and would’ve been visible for every eye to see but 

teaspoons of ink—
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-

airplanes so distant in the clouds you would’nt know 

to Chicago on a boring business trip with a roomfull 
of yuppies with laptops measuring the hunger of the 
crowds below in negro cities watching detectives crash 
cars on television to sell you a puptent full of glass 

dinner mints.

us traverse the crossroads by Jimmie’s little vast farm 

So these Academy Daddies did their job on my lit-

tops on the videoscreen or laptop cardgames to sell you 
insurance while you sit home with your head in the 

our Deathless Valley I’ll tell you top that!” 

who distorted his vision of America in the world—I 

and devotional madness as I resolved to get back 
to my home for a little more sleep before saying 
another word.

1/14/95, 7 A.M.
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The Book of Good & Evil
by Allen Ginsberg

vast 19th Century City.

playing with a lizard,  I come up close to them on 
the grassy nook between the pavement and a black 
painted iron fencing around the mossy park, one 

anus.
Kids, boys and girls in Catholic school uni-

forms run away up the steps into their school. I fol-
low up the sandstone porch thru an oaken double 

snitch on the kid culprit who tortured the turtle. 

down, indifferent or perplexed by me, an intrusive 

Dismayed, I turn to leave, but a little aristocrat 
girl offers, “Sir, if you wish to know, it was Higgins, 

-

I walk away, through the door onto the street, 
-
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lycars, mossy curbsides. 
An elderly monk follows me out talking 

“Come to a party, you may not guess it, I slightly 

friend of Auden, slightly stocky whitening hair, 
pockmarked face. 

He takes me to a nearby park and after we’d 
come to rest stop at open tavern, ancient pub or 
amusement arcade, maneuvers me aside into a 

illuminations. He opens the book, a series of pic-
tures:

First plate, humans battling tangled in a lizard-
like mass of meat. They courtsey, then stiffen, curl, 
attack each other in vicious combat, then uncurl and 
bow to a golden shining radiating hat-like animate 

Second plate: Insects battling tangled in hu-

into scattered insect bits running off in different 
directions. 

Third plate: Animals in peaceable kingdom, 
lions, lambs, snakes, does, antlered deer, doves, 

into mechano meat. Then they relax to peace-
able kingdom order again and bow down before 



  

Fourth plate: A mass of birds, eagles, spar-

order. Then they turn round on their perches, 

tableau vivant of reptilian aggression assembled 
into the shape of a single animal satanic visage 

roost peacefully before the same electric shining 

saucer descending with its crown-mount semi-
circle above the center. 

at his attention. He puts his hand on my right 
ass, I ask, “Do you know why I came into your 

walk forward together, close and friendly, warm.

of school. Huge Piranesi wooden steps and rails, 
his hand presses me harder forward on ass, I step 
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into the parochial school building. 
There’s a Monk guard at the door, which 

closes. Am I led into a trap? Oaken corridor 

prison retreat? 

speaker echoes. 

they? I try to back up but there’s a bar behind 
my knees — another monk below the landing is 
pressing me behind my back!  I’m in a barred cell!

 
singing. 

    Oxford, Miss. April 
19, 1987, 8:55am
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              O Rana 

 
                  I go to Ghirdhara

                        I’m lost in the love
                            for Ghirdhara

 
               Our marriage is old
                    Our marriage is
                         from the past

 
 

                To me it doesn’t matter
                    That we were married

                         in a dream,
 
 

                 O mother, Dinnatha wed me
                        in 

                            my
                                   dream

 
 

 
translated by Louise Landes Levi 
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Baba’s Got a Brand New Bag:
Indian Jute Bags and Exotic Others

by Andy Rotman, Smith College

-
ping bag hanging in a bag-sellers shop that 
caught my attention. Imprinted on this bag was 
an image, in lurid colors, of two planes crashing 

two other jute bags, both featuring fuzzy bears 
with tails like pompoms, much like images on 

bear wearing a cap and holding a ball in his 
hands, with the caption “Lat [sic] us Play with the 

smiling broadly and the other looking slightly 
coy, hugging each other over a heart, inside of 

it strange that such incongruous images were 

the bag seller, and the small crowd of merchants 
and customers who gathered around us on the 
street, were incredulous. As they repeated, again 
and again, these images were not different in 
any fundamental or special way; they were “the 

ek hi).
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-
ent section of Pune, in Maharashtra, in October 
2002. In front of a shop selling bags, t-shirts, and 
pants was an oversized jute bag, the largest I’ve 
seen, with an image, in red, green, and purple, of 
a plane crashing into one of the twin towers with 
a second plane on its way. On the road below are 
cartoonish schematics of cars and buses, but the 
focus is clearly the large green plane crashing into 

the rising smoke. The caption, inscribed beneath 

DESTROY•11th SEP. 2001

some reason that people buy one bag and not an-
-

Trade Center bag, which I had purchased, had 
been replaced by a jute bag that featured the title 
of the extraordinarily popular television show 

-

emblazoned in large letters diagonally across the 
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television station that featured the show, and its 

I asked the owner of the shop about this bag, 

Trade Center bag, he brushed aside my ques-

out his hands with his palms up in a gesture that 
indicated both his helplessness in answering my 
question and my foolishness in asking it. 

It was in response to these episodes that I began 
to research the visual world of Indian jute bags, 

as my informants insisted, and the larger work 
these bags do as social objects. To this end, I have 
spoken with a wide variety of people involved 
in the jute bag industry—designers, manufactur-
ers, wholesalers, retailers, footpath vendors, and 
consumers—regarding the meaning and func-
tion of the graphics on these bags, as well as the 
ways that these graphics are contested sites in the 
formation of identity. I have also had the oppor-
tunity to watch my informants’ answers change 
over time. Since I began this project, much has 
changed in India, with Chinese synthetics over-
taking jute, multinational brands saturating the 
marketplace, and new media fomenting desire 

ethnography has turned, in part, into an histori-
cal study, as old ways of thinking and being have 
been quickly superseded. In what follows, how-
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ever, I will offer a few insights into the shifts that 
have occurred in the bazaar’s visual regimes, and 

new Indian consumers. 
 

Jute bags with images and text silk-screened 
upon them have long been a common sight in 

an estimated 90% of these bags are gift-wala, 
adorned with promotional logos and given away 
by businesses as a form of advertising, the re-

-
ing some form of commodity image and sold in 
the bazaar for roughly 50 cents. The images that 
adorn bags in the latter category might be read as 
kitsch, for there is a predominance of affect-laden 
icons of cuteness and nostalgia accompanied by 
text in English, but bag vendors and their cus-
tomers routinely resist such a reading.

the calu bags. To read those bags in the conven-
tional sense of the term was to misread them as 
well as to misunderstand the visual economy 
in which they operated. All of my informants 
agreed that the graphics imprinted on the bags 
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street vendors who hawked jute bags from posi-
tions along the main road near the Ganga; the 
wholesalers of jute bags who sold their goods in 
bulk from one of the bazaars in the old city; and 
the shopkeepers who sold a variety of bags in a 
mostly middle-class neighborhood.

 

Though the street vendors I spoke with were 
eager to praise the merits of the jute bags they 
sold, they were hesitant to interpret the images 
and text emblazoned upon them. Repeatedly I 
was told that the graphics didn’t mean anything, 
even in cases when the meaning seemed clear. For 

the infamous failed mutual fund that was bailed 
out by the government. I guessed that the man 
pictured in the latter was lunging after the fund, 
and his money invested in it, though both proved 
elusive, outside the purview of his spectacles and 
beyond his grasp. Yet my attempts at reading the 
images were met with bewilderment by vendors 
and customers alike.

I was told that people didn’t buy bags because 
of their graphics. People bought bags because of 
their perceived quality and durability. This was 
also borne out by my observations. In choosing 
a bag, customers would test the strength of the 



  

jute and the handle, which was made of bamboo 
or plastic, but they rarely examined the graph-

why she was buying a particular bag, the answer 
invariably concerned practicality not aesthetics. 
Questions about the particular meaning of an 
image or a bit of text were met with incredulity. 
It was as though the graphics on the bags were 
somehow unreadable, if not invisible. 

 

had a conversation with a vendor of jute bags that 
was very helpful in explaining how the graphics 
on these bags were valued. The proprietor of the 
shop explained to me that one company pro-

Matondkar. The second best quality was called 

in Jurassic Park, and the cheapest quality had no 
-

la bag, and what accounted for its popularity, 

or, in this case, the more unconventional spelling 

that bag more popular among buyers, he insisted 
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not the image or text emblazoned on it. That the 

of the name printed on the bag was, according to 

was printed on these bags usually changed every 
few months, he explained, but in this case it 
didn’t. 

printed on it, the Jurassic bag changed graphics. 
Three designs on Jurassic bags were now avail-

them. At that time, only one of those bags was 
in stock: what appears to be an eagle, in yellow, 
pink, and green, hovering over the earth, though 
the giant land mass featured is indistinct.

Another wholesaler explained to me that most 

the jute was processed, the plastic liner applied, 
the handles attached, and the designs imprinted. 
Yet even as one of the main wholesalers of jute 
bag for eastern Uttar Pradesh, he could only 
purchase bags by handle design—bamboo or 
plastic—or whether or not they had a zipper or 
a pocket. He had no control over the graphics 
that would be imprinted on the bags he ordered, 

changing regularly, and he had no idea how these 
graphics were chosen or what they were sup-
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they needed handles, but printing itself was of 
no importance. As he remarked, “Printing ka koi 

 
•RETAILERS

In a conversation with a retailer of jute bags 
named Amitabh, I remarked that no one—not 
street vendors, customers, or wholesalers—ever 
seemed to pay attention to the graphics on jute 
bags, even though the graphics were made up of 
recognizable images, such as burning planes and 
cuddly bears, and recognizable phrases, such as 
simple tag lines in English. Like my other infor-
mants, he too said that he never paid attention 
to these graphics, and his good friend who was 
listening in concurred. So I asked them, since no-
body seems to notice the graphics on jute bags, if 
they could, what graphics would they put on jute 
bags to make them more desirable to customers. 
The friend explained that he would put the name 
of their neighborhood in Hindi on the bag—in 
this case, Dal Mandi—to appeal to local pride. 

bags needed graphics, but the graphics weren’t 
meant to be understood. Presumably if they were 

the images and the text. I could often understand 
them. Then he said, “There isn’t any meaning to 
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be grasped. If you can understand the printing on 

again been accused, though with more preci-
sion than before, of seeing something that wasn’t 
meant to be seen, of reading something that 
wasn’t meant to be read. 

Amitabh’s critique can perhaps be better under-
stood by considering, for a moment, Abelam art 

-
scribes how Abelam painters do not distinguish 

their painting, as in the likenesses of men’s faces, 
-
-

177) explains, “is a closed system having no im-

carry the meaning. The meaning is not that a 
painting or carving is a picture or representation 
of anything in the natural or spirit world, rather 

189). As Diane Losche (1995: 59) explains, “To ask 
what a sign means is irrelevant to the Abelam . . 
. Asking the Abelam what this particular design 

-

your painting do?’ For the Abelam this separation 
between meaning and function is an inappropri-
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bags were meaningless to their Indian audience. 
The words and images that they contain were rec-
ognizable, as most of my informants would claim, 
and they did constitute a system of meaning. 

by their words and images being slightly incom-
prehensible: recognizable but not fully readable. 
It was through this discursive disjunction that 
these graphics generated their allure, or as my 

quality. To the brand-trained eye of western 
consumers such as myself, the bags seemed, to 
use Jean-Françios Lyotard’s distinction, mostly 

-
ers and consumers in the bazaar, the opposite 
was the case. The graphics were not texts to be 
read or images to be decoded; they were icons 

a globalized commercial world. To own such an 
icon was to have bought into a world of western-
ized consumer culture and to begin to possess the 

-
 

 
•EXPORTERS

This intended discursive disjunction of the 
graphics on Indian jute bags can be put into con-
text by considering the graphics found on bags 
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exporters sold two kinds of canvas tote bags—
nothing in jute was available. Some bags had 
images of gods accompanied by text in Sanskrit, 
such as a graphic of Shiva with the benediction 
om namah shivaaya. Other bags featured reprint-

were designed exclusively for tourists and were 
never purchased by locals. Yet the text accompa-
nying these images was always in Devanagari 

importer why these texts weren’t printed in 

told me that this was necessary so the bag would 

Advertisements for particular companies, such 

-
nally an advertisement functioning within a local 
economy, the same graphic on a bag intended for 
use in a foreign economy is less an advertisement 
than an icon. To understand the graphic on the 

one grasps the meaning of the image and text in 
that context, was not to understand it. That mean-
ing had been displaced. 
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So, to return to my initial question, how were 

Trade Center, fuzzy bears in a variety of poses, 
and television game show logos all the same? 

-
rate social and political spheres, my sense is that, 
like Abelam art, they actually existed within a 
rather closed system. All of these graphics used 
images and texts with claims to cosmopolitanism, 
in an effort to mark and evoke a transnational 
sentimentality closely connected with commerce 

which they function is of local construction. 

and interpretation—for they exist below a certain 

function as icons that testify to a highly affective 
awareness of a globalized commercial world. 

These graphics are also alike in that they func-
tion within a marketplace in which the distinc-

increasingly moot. Though everyone I spoke with 
in the bazaar recognized that there were real and 
fake commercial goods for sale there, such as real 

-
ics on the bags function within a visual economy 
that doesn’t simply assign value and prestige to 
the real and dismiss the fake. The status associ-
ated with the bags involves the graphics function-
ing less as advertisements than as icons—as with 
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the iconic power of the so-called real and fake on 
the bags both serve to show what my informants 

means displaying an artifact that bears witness to 
one’s awareness and highly emotional connection 
to various products of a westernized—and, in 
particular, Americanized—consumer culture.

The dimension of affect in this construction of 
fashion is crucial. It isn’t enough just to be aware 
of westernized consumer culture; one must also 
buy into it, and this is done as much in the realm 
of affect as in the realm of commerce. It is an emo-

emotional investment will likely lead to future 

This visual economy, however, excludes more 
traditional forms of sentimentality common in 

-
van bearing images of Gandhi are, I was told, 

products that is fashionable in the bazaar might 
be summed up by a graphic on one of the bags: 

 
 

had transformed. In the interim, India had fur-
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ther opened its markets and increasingly reduced 
government controls on foreign trade and invest-
ment. For the world of graphics imprinted on jute 
bags, this led to two noteworthy transformations: 

images, and the second concerns the status of 
English. 

branding had now both entered the language 
and consciousness of the bazaar, though not all 
the graphics on bags represented brands. Perus-
ing his stock of school bags, Amitabh, still a bag 
retailer, explained to me that Popeye, Harry Pot-
ter, Scooby Doo, and Pokemon were brands. Yet 
when I asked about his other bags, which were 

the Diesel bag was Donex, and the manufacturer 
of the Adidas bag was Mayur, but neither, accord-
ing to Amitabh, was a brand. So, I asked, within 
his world of merchandise what constituted a 

was upset that customers would now come to 
his shop asking for brands, and evaluate bags by 
their printing and not the quality of their con-
struction. In response to this disturbing trend, 
Amitabh had begun manufacturing his own line 
of bags. They come in a variety of sizes, and each 
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is made from strong, green canvas and bears no 
printing, branding, or logos. Though Amitabh 

makes them and stocks them because he believes 

indignation. In 2003 I was told that the graphics 
on the bags had no meaning; now I was told that 
brands had no meaning.

Much to Amitabh’s consternation, however, it 
was clear that the words imprinted on bags had 
become meaningful, and that understanding the 
graphics on bags, as well as their appeal, required 
that these words were read and understood. Even 
the barely educated bag vendors on the street 
could, for the most part, read the English slogans 
imprinted on the bags they sold and recognize 

half-comprehensible English and colorful images 
-

to a global commercial world. The otherness and 
exoticism of English allowed one to access this 

bazaar and of Hindi. In the new visual regime, 
however, English is no longer exotic in the half-
understood way it was previously. As one of the 
street vendors explained to me, “the words are 



  

though it was exactly what I had been cautioned 
against three years earlier. People bought the 

recognized the names from television. Along with 
-

the bazaar has domesticated English—or, per-
haps, been domesticated by it—the exotic allure 
that the English words on bags used to invoke 
has faded.

 

decrease in the number of jute bags for sale in the 
market. Though there are a variety of factors that 
help account for this decrease, the one that my 
informants mentioned most frequently was that 

the bag vendors on the street, for example, were 
aware that Harry Potter was a good brand, they 
were also aware that the value of a brand could 
be offset if it were associated with something 
bad. The street vendors thought of jute as a cheap 
product, and they associated it with an impover-

There is, in fact, much academic writing about 
the long history of disenfranchisement among 
the subcontinent’s jute workers (e.g., Fernandes 
1997; Ghosh 2001; Goswami 1991; Sen 1999; 
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Stewart 1998). Moreover, calu bags are so-called 
because they use very low-quality jute, often 
the very same material used for making bags to 

whether there was any graphic or brand that 
could make a jute bag cool, they invariably said, 

Yet jute bags have been under attack for more 
than being uncool. Many bag manufacturers 
have begun to forego jute, instead making use 

use this material for their promotional bags, and 
owing to its cheap price, the number of gift bags 
in the bazaar has increased dramatically. Though 
this synthetic material doesn’t hold up to rugged 

know from personal experience—it does serve as 
a cost-effective form of advertising. Conversely, 
jute bags don’t seem to be cool enough or cheap 
enough to interest many in the bazaar. 
 

2007, I wandered through the bazaar looking 
for bags. As I expected, most were made from 
imported Chinese synthetics or recycled nylon, 

few bags made of jute. In one shop, I found three 
jute bags, each with an identical picture of a sail-
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-

and to a variety of customers in the bazaar, but 
no one knew or even recognized the word “bio-

-
ous Hindi equivalent. It was as though a savvy 
bag designer was trying out a new idea: take a 
graphic already in circulation and add a tag line 
that appeals to the eco-friendly market in an at-
tempt to attract environmentally conscientious 
consumers. It was unclear, however, if the ploy 
had met with any success besides getting me to 
buy another jute bag.

The following week I traveled to Calcutta, 
-

ing out more about my eco-friendly bag and the 
designers who created such graphics. As I wan-
dered through the city and its markets, I was sur-
prised to see no jute bags at all. Even in the jute 
bazaar on Cotton Street, I found only a few jute 

-

suburb of Calcutta, where roughly 15,000 people 
are involved in the bag-making industry, and 
where an estimated 90% of calu bags in India are 
manufactured. 

-
tors, and laborers in the calu bag market. My 
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designer and distributor, were particularly in-
structive. In response to my question about the 
changing designs on calu bags, he explained that 
his designs weren’t that calculated: “Any design 

about the predominance of English and seeming-
ly foreign images, he remarked, “Everyone can 

-

-
trols the market. Considering this, he continued, 
why shouldn’t the images on the bags feature 

-
less, there were almost no jute bags were for sale 

of them among the shoppers and commuters in 

were sure how to market them successfully to the 
local population.

The only place in Calcutta that I saw jute bags 
for sale, and customers actually buying them, 
was on the sidewalk in front of the Oberoi Hotel, 
one of Calcutta’s poshest destinations. The jute 
bags for sale, however, were neither calu nor gift. 
They were bags designed for export to be sold to 
eco-friendly consumers abroad. The proprietor, 
Abdul, explained to me that he used to sell calu 
bags, but the market for them had disappeared. 
Among the most popular items he now sold 
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were two promotional bags of nearly identical 
construction intended for grocery stores in the 
UK, Sainsbury and Tesco. The former capitalizes 
on its biodegradable pedigree: “It’s not just our 
Sainsbury’s SO organic food that’s good for the 

bag is more enigmatic and less grammatical: “Ev-

of red ladybugs. Though the Tesco bag contains 
a beguiling text with little or no connection to its 
image of ladybugs, it was nevertheless the cur-

of the customers whom I questioned claimed to 
understand the English text on either bag, nor 
were any of them considering purchasing a jute 
bag because it was good for the environment. 

they invariably mentioned that the Tesco bag was 

As in the old visual regime, here too graphics 
were not texts to be read or images to be decoded; 
instead, they were a kind of affect-laden icon, 

function within the local economy in Calcutta? I 
wasn’t sure, but when I walked along the bazaar 
in front of the Oberoi Hotel empty-handed I was 
barely noticed by the numerous touts and ven-

was recognized as a foreigner and beseeched in 
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English to buy things.
 

for sale in the bazaar are not made from jute, 
feature almost no text, and don’t capitalize on 
multinational brands. These bags are designed 
and produced in Delhi, from cotton, and their 
main appeal seems to derive from their large, 
colorful graphics. Though the beguiling jute bags 
of the old visual regime are now more rare, these 
bags preserve a similar sense of the exotic, an 
appealing foreign world that is slightly incompre-
hensible.

On one bag, we see a charming, seaside town, 
and in the middle of the image, the appropriately 

are boats and a lighthouse, and in the foreground, 
a man walking his dog. Yet in the lower left hand 
corner there is a horse pulling a man in an old-
fashioned buggy and then, more mysteriously, a 
decorated Christmas tree on a stand. Christmas 
and its icons are popular in the bazaar. In fact, 
the best-selling bag in the bazaar features the text 

assortment of smiling snowmen with carrots for 
noses and a colorful assortment of hats, scarves, 

had ever seen a snowman or a seaside café, not 
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even on television. As one of the street vendors 
explained, “The images are beautiful, but they 

nahiim. Once again I was cautioned not to read 
too much into the graphics. This all sounded very 
familiar.

One bag in particular seemed to offer a com-

described. In this bag, as in the Seaside Cafe bag, 
we see horses and people in the lower left cor-

four horses, though only one of them has a rider, 
and behind them is a sleigh with two inhabit-
ants. There is, however, no snow. The trees have 

that abut the road and stretch off in the distant 
are verdant green—hardly ideal sleighing condi-
tions. This odd assemblage is apparently travel-
ing to the large house up ahead, next to which is 
another lighthouse. There is, however, no body of 
water. So why use a sleigh to travel on a dirt road 
in order to get to a lighthouse that is landlocked?

In response to that rhetorical question, I am 
reminded of the words of caution I was offered 
years earlier: “If you can understand the print-

what, then, is this new exotic? In the old visual 
regime, there was a tension between image and 
text, between affect-laden designs and English 
slogans, which produced a pleasurable frisson 
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of emotion. In the new visual regime, image and 
text combine more seamlessly, with commod-
ity images and pithy English captions indexing 
brands. In this visual world however, there is 
a disjunction, as in the old visual regime, but it 
happens between images within a graphic, not 
between images and text.

 

repeatedly told that branded goods are the best 
quality products; that they are exclusively for-
eign; and that they are only available in shop-
ping malls. This set of beliefs has manifested in 
multiple oddities, such as a craze to buy foreign 
goods that is the very antithesis of the swadeshi 
movement of a century ago and a craze to apply 
brand labels onto seemingly everything for sale 
in the bazaar, even though everyone knows that 
branded goods aren’t for sale in the bazaar. Even 
Amitabh now puts brand labels on some of his 
bags.

Yet, the inception of brands in India, and the 
faith that they have so quickly engendered, raises 
questions for me about the ways that religion has 

-
-

zaar explained, is this generation’s bhakti—their 
devotion, their faith. Recent work, in fact, has 
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shown that viewers have the same neurological 
response to strong brands that they do to reli-

Earlier this year I had a conversation with a suc-

that it seemed that one day all of India would 
turn into one big mall and that everything 
would be branded—except, of course, the gods. 

recognizes the Hanuman image from the Sankat 
Mochan Temple, with his tilted head and gentle 
smile. The image is everywhere in the bazaar, 
on posters and postcards, statues and paintings. 

I asked, “and charge licensing fees if people 

sure.
Perhaps bhakti will be the next generation’s 

brand loyalty. 
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A history of sand 

done in sand

in the rippling and turning of the 

crocus, the yellow stamen, and the

loss of the stamen loosens the petals

which fall in turn

the cloth billows, inspired

just that

a thin whisp of language

carefully worded

a curl of smoke

enveloping the crocus

ko-ro-co-se



  

I was a word with water behind it

but I couldn’t read the water

I was an inscription upon it

of no color

upon it



I went to sleep on top of the mountain

and I woke up underneath the mountain 

Someone had turned the page.

pink leaves.  very delicate.

there had been enough light for everyone.

Invisibility

the inside of a mountainside

the place I go to

no light, only words

absolutely particular.

The soil is wild, uncommon to trees

I am in a place of burial and no birth

in silence the cycle has broken its circle

in green darkness,

the thick imagined leaves lay down

I am in search of life in these conditions,

for the places where things get undone
 

 



  

More women farmers in purple dresses

were planting small things in the garden

A baby was born

I agreed to come here

out there is life, or the

true mountain

here where the heart beats 

is only here

at the mouth of the night.

brambles gather at the entrance

birds holler as darkness falls, one last time

and beyond that, callous silence,

nothing but hideous stillness.

and then, the atmosphere of earth,

thick and mortal

damp

forestless

mind.



we will fall into place

into rooms of meaning

collecting fragments,

those roses

from the depths

of your language

get darker,

and we know below

the fragmented night.

—India Radfar



  

History Of The Jewish Socialist Party In 
America  

by Allen Ginsberg

In meeting hall, a small room or foyer of pri-
vate house downstairs on street storefront level 
—we’re inside— me, and my friend, a square 

information so doesn’t take us in but lets us con-
tinue our activity, which is all internal regulation 
of the party which now has very few members 

-
grin, much more concerned with psychic regu-
lation of the idealism of its members than any 
activity relating to the US Govt —in fact we are 
completely unconcerned with the US Govt, and 
far from spying on it we welcome spies to our 
midst in the hope they be converted and learn 
something about us—since the internal structure 
of the party is a mystery still unresolved even 

further since he guesses our general crazy good-
will and devotion to some mysterious politics of 
complete integrity, so extreme that the policy of 
the party is really dedicated to discovering what 
the policy is and who the leaders really are —we 
being willing to share the info with anyone even 
the US Govt— with complete faith that with 
such an open policy no harm can befall anyone, 
even jail or execution is further opportunity for 



study, revelation, or martyrdom to the Mystery 
of Idealistic Socialism and a further chapter 
of the Jewish S. Party’s profound activity in 
America— no less profound because limited to 
a small group which pursue the basic study, for 
the intensity of their dedication.

Thus we are having a meeting in the foyer 

telephone, is undecided what to do, so I advise 
him, after a nervous walk in the plaza, to trust 

-
ops. He seems to agree, nodding his head, tho 
worried we’ll all escape, vanish, and he’ll lose 

Faggot named J. Edgar Hoover.
The subject of tonite’s meeting was an-

-
ed member Dr. Hershman—who arrived earlier 
very disturbed, took over the meeting—and 
announced—The Subject of my Announcement 
will be the Follows—please take note and under-
stand why I am announcing it so that anybody 
who does not wish to be further implicated may 

Member Hoffman.» This throws everybody into 

realize they will be held as accomplices—but 



  

betray his mad trust?—It’s an apocalyptic 

is thrown into a crisis of nerves. He is ready to 
telephone to arrest us all, but wants to hear why 

might be implicated, since he too is (tho spy) a 
member of this small Socialist Party which long 

in jail with all of us, if he don’t wait he’ll never 

of the Party is and arrest us on basic evidence 
of conspiracy—Arrest now for mere murder 
means little but regular 

a political triumph. I 
advise him to hold his 
horses and stick with us, 

Horowitz is in the 
chair, talking furiously: 

traitor to the Party, he 
wanted to end the Party 

dissolve it—I realized 
the danger, so did he, he 
invited me to address 

A.G.



the necessary action on the subject —an action 
which hadn’t occurred before because a similar 
situation had not arisen.

co-conspirator Hoffman —I’m going to burn the 
Evidence—in the Fireplace right now—He opens 

-

or cops-

rushes outside but I rush him back in—Smell it 

way. Don’t give up the Ship.
The girls are nearly fainting, the can is 

girl faints in chair, her Jewish girlfriend rubs 

turmoil—we will all be arrested for murder— 

the killer —on this scene of evident excitement, 
a new chapter of the history of Jewish socialism 

 



  

In 1931, Gandhi met the king at 

trademark dhoti. Asked if he felt 
underdressed he was quoted as 
saying that his host “had enough 



by Lee Ann Brown & Bernadette Mayer  
in collaboration

 
 

 
 

I am the decider my four year old

we speak red table Japanese as long
as the light lasts we could

 
I am the Coca Cola my young Daughter

you talk vermilion armoire then
when crepuscular-ness extended beyond
our aping every driveway of the other
of her phonemes, eh?
 

full present day sets sights on Poydras Street as
you speak in magenta letter’s ready din
winning eventide’s telescopic
monkeying with the space time continuum
of our snow school dome 
 
On beet night, you’re lemur of the lane, your awe
partial past night ogles Onomatopeia Overlook as
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i tell in purple pandemonium’s pointless hubbub
losing morning’s binoculars to
fooling with the quantum poetics
of your dry anarchic satellite dish
 

 
leaning tower of pizza!

 
ogres ontological and oviform!

Ital plupurrfect paladium ointment hubbies make
logomachy moorings by uncles two.
Fueling wits by kumquat politics
over Europe’s diurnial saternalia discs
 
i tell in purple pandemonium’s pointless hubbub
losing morning’s binoculars to
fooling with the quantum poetics
of your dry anarchic satellite dish
 

tower of      pizza!
-

cal and         oviform!
Ital plupurrfect paladium ointment hubbies make
logomachy moorings by uncles two.
Fueling wits by kumquat politics
over Europe’s diurnial saternalia discs

+ 
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Murakami
Sunday
 

 
Miranda in a
        pink bouncy
        air chair
photographed in cherry
blossom action
 
DJ Oil
 
Long hair
        Girl DJ in
 
        bug glasses

+ brown orange and yellow
patterned kimono

 
LOUD MUSIC
        

        Laughing, sez
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        “I’ll kick yr
                ass
you dirty

 

 
        Distillation of sense
        sents,
sensibilities
 
inside
 
hemlock:
 

 

 
 
Dude, like, nice ludic
SPERM
Lasso!

 
  

Down the cherry corridor
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Get down on the grass and
Shut up
 
Didn’t we
        do this
                already?
 
I wanna
 Put someone
     in a
         naptime headlock
 

 
 
“I summon

 
pass out roses
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Crunky sneaky music like with black hats tilted 

anonymously over
 
I’m going over
To the dark side
The minor keys
 
The black clothes
 
That won’t show wear
And won’t poison me

Spray n wash conundrum
Headaches

 
 
Destino means destiny also travel destination
 
One of my favorite books: Travel with Children
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What we wear

In self-portraits the envelope of skin
seems loosed from shadow.  The 
eye holes of the mask letting more 
dark. On the other hand, you’re bright 
pieces bending but I understand painting
as inversion. Costumes
what the sun eats through.

sign, says you are here:
I know it.

A couple of times, though, I went
and found everything set

and empty: cell phone charging, radio
playing Antiworld, windows lit blank. 

Hollow.  After that I look for 
manifest color.  Meaning

when time falls away

where you are.
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Cosmic boy met
the hangman’s 
beautiful daughter.
“I don’t care who

walked alone up the gang
plank. Cracked cassette 
tapes warbled
out of ancient speakers
over there, she
knew, while here 
the steam whistle
shrieked at 9, 12, 

of him, felt

screeched down, 
twittered. They
weren’t talking
to her. 
Are you 
lonely? A
little.  Empty

A coin press for
shadows, a 40-year

Once
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wink, a reed for 
the winds to blow
through, a silent 
trumpet of the heavens, picturing
of another hemisphere, a more 
winding time, prayer-

messages against a blue-
blue-yellow light-
show, turrets
of ancient white minarets, 
a series of black shadows
held together by a strand of shadow
string, telling.
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B Complex     
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their cooperative hives due to a combination of 
human created environmental and industrial 
factors. This may lead to detrimental affects with 
world-wide consequences.
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Shopping To Death

Day after Thanksgiving Day

Giving over to buying all day

Final sale

Special deals

Layaway

Discounted

One day deals

Mark down

Incredibly low

Shopping mobs chanted “Push the doors in, push 

They pressed against the glass doors

Pushing, wild-eyed, shopping gassed, storming past

Human-chain links broken

Unfortunately, the nice young man who opened the 

gates of hell

Shoppers swelled by stomping down on some thing 

not for sale
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Trapped in their mad race, crushed under mobs feet, 

death trampled

Mr. Damour is down

Prices are down and out with his life

Mr. Damour is down

Stomped underground

mob in surveillance videos

Shopping not stopping after death

Store reopened at 1PM and was packed within 

minutes

Day’s receipts were accounted for
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David Dunlap
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eloquence, the sunlight in a
      jungle

        of
                     tears/

 

complains to the swan who
widowed,  sought

no more than sequential evidence/ of
a

                radical
                       dawn/

 
Separating/

our longing, fr. the delicate
heartbeat/ that

consumed
it/
 
 

winter/ the strange
dichotomy of/ yr.

midnight
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                    fruit/
 

the orgasmic moment/ the wave
of

                              appearance/
 

The wave of bliss, the wave,
of my approach

    to
            you/

 

—Louise Landes Levi
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 ***

    did the master really go/ w. his entourage

        more thieves, less violent, perhaps

     
                  what you can not see
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remember

  that soon I must leave, one death, then another, burn-

             of
                inborn

 
  

     10.2.2010

—Louise Landes Levi
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Benares Ecologue  

dawn a fat brahmin w/bullhorn coached a dozen would-be Arjunas

another otiose holy day of lying on our undulant roof counting

past us toward heaven or Calcutta.  Up the stone stairs past tiny

cell crammed with abandoned widows in white saris chanting RamRamRam

to the S. Indian one-table vegetarian restaurant for breakfast—

A few chillams with the babas at eventide—worm-eaten one-rupee

paperbacks by candlelight.

—ancient black dhows w/ red lateen sails arrive from the opposite



  

around drinking milky masala chai getting eye-drunk on embroidered

opalescent gold wedding saris with descendants of Kabir in their

dim emporiums perfumed w/ extreme attar of roses.

Another day at the ghat.  Every afternoon a dozen tank sized water

buffalo charge mindlessly down mud slope into sacred river goaded

by shiny brown boys to submerge in bliss each day new like black

rubber submarines of Yama Lord of Death.  Holy upanishadic white

brahma bulls garlanded w/ marigolds, horns red w/ henna, block

    fresh curds

clotted cream bedtime milk w/ thick skin  

  snowwhite sweets drowned in ghee

India equals Arcadia.  Cows speak
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  OM backwards.

Hinduism has preserved our very own lost

occidental polytheism.  Kali = Astarte

                            Saraswati = the Muses

   etc.

all one vast pastoral culture from

  Tocharia to

Celtic Atlantis.  The Cow our Mother.

goldgreen

or ruddy

  bhang lassi

   Mornings

we take rickshaw to leafy suburb where old Theosophical Society

tea from kindly old librarian ladies—permission to nap on the
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Another night of goggle-eyed astronomy

in our cradlerocking victorian-mughal

   houseboat

   Shiva’s head

like a gusher of moonbeams as he smokes

chillams prepared for him by Magna Mater

    Cybele

seated on their tigerskin in the monsoonish   

               Himalayas

melt-off of ice lingams blue as sperm

       Ganja = ganja

sporting in its kundalini skull dark waters

snouts bristling w/ tiny teeth.

 
  

published by  Station Hill Press in  
.
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Sleeping Around

One year when i was visiting Kathmandu  

I decided to sleep around at the power  

   some Tibetans thought I was a beggar

Sleeping in one of the small stone temples at Pashupatinath 

the abode of Shiva as lord of animals  

some unknown yogis cuddled up near-

Sleeping outside by the burning grounds beside 

 

 

for the hungry ghosts to devour my ego- 

I tried to sleep in the forest next to Swayambhu stupa  

 of 

the oil lamp lit shrine room in their gompa-

The next night sleeping outside on grassy Manjushri hill 

next to a small supa a baby monkey  

pulled my hair to awake me at dawn-
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Finally sleeping on top of the Shiva temple pagoda 

pyramid in Durbar Square (which looks exactly like the 

tall Mayan pyramids of Palenque or Teotihuacan)  

where 108 steps up is the platform where homeless 

 

I watched the rickshaw wallahs glide around until 3am 

 

t  

 

 

 

into their eager stomachs-

but they were probably my mother or lovers in a past life 

anyways- 

enjoy hungry ghosts enjoy!

—Shiv Mirabito
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Everyday Auspicious Procession

seven water bearing goddesses

each with two full round amphorae

of cool clear water from the depths of the black  well

each with one on her shoulder

and one on her hip

tree nymphs striking an ancient twice bent pose

each head covered with soft cloth

of green and rust

swathed around behind

leaving mahogany midriffs bared

each stands around the spring

each bends and washes her delicate feet

seductively

after offering oblations to unseen nature spirits

and proceeds slowly away

leaving in a languid line

without smiling

into the heat of the day

—Shiv Mirabito
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The carpet factory built a bridge 
across the stream to her house 
where she once crossed on a fallen log

Her tiny eyes are bright and hopeful 
and surrounded by deep wrinkles 

 
And tears have run down her valleys 

Above her small swaddled head 
in an orange clay niche 
rests a large quartz crystal linga 
splattered with red and orange offerings 

She sighs deeply  
inhaling on a Yak brand cigarette 

 
looking off into the distance-

  The distant future
At this time she is shanti 

—Shiv Mirabito
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Passion’s Hearts

My friend Marcus Erikson made a sculpture out 

Passion’s Heart is inspired by the sculpture and 
begins with a quote by Marcus.
 

 
“All that sadness just lingers.

and is not afraid.
He’s been here before 
but not me.
Some trees stand 
and some still fall.
The courtyard of this public garden is empty 
today
Save for us.  
And now only me 
since my brave has gone into the surgery place.

and abandoned art 
and me.

Strewn ‘round about my wary feet
And I know not to move
And I do not move
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Traveled all this way to feed on passion’s hearts 
and realize my fears.
And I will not move from fear, for fear
And I do not want to see what I know I am about 
to see.

surgeon 
Emerges for the cave with the dead man in his 
arms
Or half of him
And I am even less prepared than I thought.
Deep inside my gut the echo rips through 
Of that sixteen years old explosion 
That took the life of the thing
And sucked the air from the air
And nothing yet has returned to grow.
Please don’t make me look.

 

And I will
For love of the brave and for my own healing too
Or not.
The legs, permanently cocked and appropriately 
supine

Of paul baring these ball bearings
And four legs is not enough for running me far 
enough away 
From where I’ve never been.
I’ve know the silent or at least quiet reverence ap-
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propriate to the dead
And I practice it now

It is right that I should do so
And I do
Even though doing what is right is at the very 
bottom of my list right now
And yes, that is a lie

God and Satan’s gospel it would be.
I’ll sit for an impromptu eulogy 
And let but not make feeling.
All is quiet 
All is reverent
Mature sadness and not contrived.

-
sion into the sun
All come together at last where drivers are want-
ed.
Inside our rented hearse

One sings.
One cries.
One is silent.

—Jeff Key



  

A lady spinning thread in Modinagar 
(U.P.)
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Swadeshi 

Let my body be swadeshi
let my heart be swadeshi
when I die
let my shroud be swadeshi

and comes from here,
what is full of love,
this is swadeshi

Distribute the power
and capitolism is diminished

this is swadeshi

Man is one who 
understands another man’s pain
and defends humanity
he is swadeshi

even if death be on one’s head
keep sight of the goal
That is swadeshi
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Franck Andre Jamme, these tablets are extracts from 
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“Walking with the Comrades”  
 by Arundhati Roy   

 
(exerpt) OUTLOOK magazine March 29, 2010    

(complete article  www.outlookindia.com)

Last month, quietly, unannounced, Arundhati Roy 
decided to visit the forbidding and forbidden precincts 
of Central India’s Dandakaranya Forests, home to 
a melange of tribespeople many of whom have taken 
up arms to protect their people against state-backed 

with armed guerillas, their families and comrades, for 
which she combed the forests for weeks at personal risk. 
This essay was pulished on Friday in Delhi’s Outlook 
magazine. Arundhati Roy made the pictures in this 

The terse, typewritten note slipped under my 
-

pointment with India’s Gravest Internal Security 
Threat. I’d been waiting for months to hear from 
them. 

I had to be at the Ma Danteshwari mandir in 
Dantewara, Chhattisgarh, at any of four given 
times on two given days. That was to take care 
of bad weather, puntures, blockades, transport 
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should have camera, tika and coconut. Meeter 
will have cap, Hindi Outlook magazine and 

Meeter and Greeter would be expecting a man. 
And whether I should get myself a moustache. 

There are many ways to describe Dantewara. It’s 
an oxymoron. It’s a border town smack in the 
heart of India. It’s the epicenter of a war. It’s an 
upside down, inside out town. 
 
In Dantewara the police wear plain clothes and 
the rebels wear uniforms. The jail-superintendant 
is in jail. The prisoners are free (three hundred of 
them escaped from the old town jail two years 

custody. The rapists give speeches in the bazaar. 

Across the Indravati river, in the area controlled 
by the Maoists, is the place the police call  
‘Pakistan’. There the villages are empty, but the 
forest is full of people. Children who ought to be 
in school, run wild. In the lovely forest villages, 
the concrete school buildings have either been 
blown up and lie in a heap, or they’re full of 
policemen. The deadly war that’s unfolding in 
the jungle, is a war that the Government of India 
is both proud and shy of. 
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Operation Green Hunt has been proclaimed as 
well as denied. P. Chidambaram, India’s Home 
Minister (and CEO of the war) says it does not 
exist, that it’s a media creation. And yet 
substantial funds have been allocated to it and 
tens of thousands of troops are being mobilized 
for it. Though the theatre of war is in the jungles 
of Central India, it will have serious 
consequences for us all. 

If ghosts are the lingering spirits of someone, or 
something that has ceased to exist, then perhaps 
the new four-lane highway crashing through the 
forest is the opposite of a ghost. Perhaps it is the 
harbinger of what is still to come. 

The antagonists in the forest are disparate and 
unequal in almost every way. On one side is 
a massive paramilitary force armed with the 

of an emerging Superpower. 

On the other, ordinary villagers armed with 
traditional weapons, backed by a superbly 
organized, hugely motivated Maoist guerilla 

history of armed rebellion. The Maoists and 
the paramilitary are old adversaries and have 
fought older avatars of each other several times 
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and ’70s, and then again in Andhra Pradesh, 

through to the present. 
 
They are familiar with each other’s tactics, and 
have studied each other’s combat manuals 
closely. Each time, it seemed as though the 
Maoists (or their previous avatars) had been 
not just defeated, but literally, physically 
exterminated. Each time they have reemerged, 
more organized, more determined and more 

insurrection has spread through the mineral-rich 
forests of Chhattisgarh, Jharkhand, Orissa, and 

tribal people, dreamland to the corporate world. 

It’s easier on the liberal conscience to believe 
that the war in the forests is a war between the 
Government of India and the Maoists, who call 
elections a sham, Parliament a pigsty and have 
openly declared their intention to overthrow 
the Indian State. It’s convenient to forget that 
tribal people in Central India have a history 
of resistance that pre-dates Mao by centuries. 
(That’s a truism of course. If they didn’t, they 
wouldn’t exist.) The Ho, the Oraon, the Kols, 
the Santhals, the Mundas and the Gonds have 
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against zamindars and moneylenders. The 
rebellions were cruelly crushed, many thousands 
killed, but the people were never conquered. 
Even after Independence, tribal people were 

interchangeably with ‘Maoist’ —originates). 

entwined with tribal uprisings, which says as 

This legacy of rebellion has left behind a furious 
people who have been deliberately isolated and 
marginalized by the Indian Government. The 
Indian Constitution, the moral underpinning of 
Indian democracy, was adopted by Parliament 
in 1950. It was a tragic day for tribal people. The 

State custodian of tribal homelands. 
Overnight, it turned the entire tribal population 
into squatters on their own land. It denied them 
their traditional rights to forest produce, it 
criminalized a whole way of life. In exchange for 
the right to vote it snatched away their right to 
livelihood and dignity. 
 
Having dispossessed them and pushed them into 
a downward spiral of indigence, in a cruel sleight 
of hand, the Government began to use their own 



  

penury against them. Each time it needed 
to displace a large population—for dams, 
irrigation projects, mines—it talked of “bringing 

of millions of internally displaced people (more 
than 30 million by big dams alone), refugees of 
India’s ‘progress’, the great majority are tribal 

tribal welfare, it’s time to worry. 
 
The most recent expression of concern has 
come from the Home Minister P. Chidambaram 
who says he doesn’t want tribal people living 
in ‘museum cultures’. The well -being of tribal 
people didn’t seem to be such a priority during 
his career as a corporate lawyer, representing the 
interests of several major mining companies. So it 
might be an idea to enquire into the basis for his 
new anxiety. 

corporate houses, worth several billion dollars, all 
of them secret, for steel plants, sponge-iron 

dams and mines. In order for the MOUs to 
translate into real money, tribal people must be 
moved. 
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Therefore, this war. 

openly declares war within its borders, what does 
that war look like? Does the resistance stand a 

they just violent nihilists foisting an out-dated 
ideology on tribal people, goading them into a 

learned from their past experience? Is armed 
struggle intrinsically undemocratic? Is the 
Sandwich Theory—of ‘ordinary’ tribals being 

the Maoists—an accurate one? Are ‘Maoists’ 
and ‘Tribals’ two entirely discrete categories as 
is being made out? Do their interests converge? 
Have they learned anything from each other? 
Have they changed each other? 
 
The day before I left, my mother called sounding 

mother’s weird instinct, “what this country needs 

An article on the internet says that Israel’s 
Mossad is training 30 high-ranking Indian 

assassinations, to render the Maoist organization 

new hardware that has been bought from Israel: 
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and unmanned drones so popular with the US 
army. Perfect weapons to use against the poor. 

The drive from Raipur to Dantewara takes about 
ten hours through areas known to be ‘Maoist- 
infested.’ These are not careless words. ‘Infest/
infestation’ implies disease/pests. Diseases must 
be cured. Pests must be exterminated. Maoists 
must be wiped out. In these creeping, innocuous 
ways the language of genocide has entered our 
vocabulary. 

To protect the highway security forces have 
‘secured’ a narrow bandwidth of forest on either 
side. Further in, it’s the raj of the ‘Dada log.’ The 

On the outskirts of Raipur, a massive billboard 

Minister once worked with) Cancer hospital. 

innocuous ways mining corporations enter our 
imaginations: the Gentle Giants who Really Care. 
It’s called CSR, Corporate Social Responsibility. It 
allows mining companies to be like the legendary 

to play all the parts in Telugu mythologicals—the 
good guys and the bad guys, all at once, in the 
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same movie. This CSR masks the outrageous 
economics that underpins the mining sector 
in India. For example, according to the recent 
Lokayukta Report for Karnataka, for every 
tonne of iron ore mined by a private company 
the Government gets a royalty of Rs 27 and the 
mining company makes Rs 5000. In the bauxite 

of billions of dollars. Enough to buy elections, 

cancer hospital here or there? 

long list of MOUs signed by the Chhattisgarh 

that if there’s a cancer hospital, there must be a 

war, charged with the task of turning corrupt, 
sloppy policemen (straw) into jungle commandos 

of the warfare training school, is painted on the 
rocks. 

The men are taught to run, slither, jump on and 
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off air-borne helicopters, ride horses (for some 
reason), eat snakes and live off the jungle. The 

every six weeks. Twenty similar schools are 
being planned all over India. The police force is 
gradually being turned into an army. (In Kashmir 
it’s the other way around. The army is being 
turned into a bloated, administrative, police 
force.) Upside down. Inside out. Either way, the 
Enemy is the People. 

It’s late. Jagdalpur is asleep, except for the many 
hoardings of Rahul Gandhi asking people to join 

recent months but hasn’t said anything 
much about the war. It’s probably too messy for 
the Peoples’ Prince to meddle in at this point. His 
media managers must have put their foot down. 

Hunt)—the dreaded, government sponsored 
vigilante group responsible for rapes, killings, 
burning down villages and driving hundreds of 
thousands of people from their homes—is led by 
Mahendra Karma, a Congress MLA, doesn’t get 
much play in the carefully orchestrated publicity 
around Rahul Gandhi. 

I arrived at the Ma Danteshwari mandir well in 
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had my camera, my small coconut and a powdery 
red tika on my forehead. I wondered if 
someone was watching me and having a laugh. 

had a cap and a backpack schoolbag. Chipped 

Outlook, no bananas. “Are you the one who’s 

I didn’t know what to say. He took out a soggy 
note from his pocket and handed it to me. It said 

He really was a security threat. 

ordinary blockhead. He said his name was 
Mangtu. I soon learned that Dandakaranya, the 
forest I was about to enter, was full of people 

like balm to me, that idea. How lovely not to be 
stuck with yourself, to become someone else for a 
while. 

(read the rest of this article at:  www.outlookindia.com;   
“Walking with the Comrades”)
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Please Don’t Eat The Mountains

we must do. The thing we must do is consume 

learn to live that way, and then halve it again.  
Some of us have started already.  Earth-a-lujah!

-
ing less’ means.  If we teach ourselves how—then 
it will begin like remedial reading, opening our 
eyes and ears, slowing down.  If the de-consum-
ing is forced on us by the global economy and its 
eco-cidal collapse, then store hours were the sad 
hours that we lived. 

As each layer of consumption is peeled away, 
there will be new emotions, different economies, 
new ideas of beauty.  That triumphal Enlighten-
ment that put us at the center of history—that 
discredited life will come back at us with a ven-
geance. Corporations will argue that convenience 

say that deadly myths of prosperity are eter-
nal life.  Governments will state flatly—they 
already have—that those who stop shopping 
are unpatriotic.  

-
-
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the Gray Lady lull us back to American middle-
class consuming as our highest calling.  Since the 
recession began two years ago, the environment 

Life on earth is talking to us.  The oil and ash 
and tsunamis and mudslides and tornados - these 
are massive memos from the life that preceded us.  
The asthma and cancers in the families under the 
strip-mined mountains, they have the moaning, 
distorted cry of the earth in their bodies.  Don’t 
hide this.  Make it your lead story.  One-third of 
the energy we consume is dirty coal.  The smooth 
light in our rooms divides us from the murder of 
the mountains, but you cannot divide the earth 
from itself.  This becomes clear when we consume 
less.  

Got some free time?  Let’s stop eating the 

that’s butchered into pieces and pushed toward 

that product, we could—if we wanted to—feel a 
very old recoil in our hand.  There are resistance 
songs ringing in the blood of the dullest consum-
er.  Check out the very generous return policy 

power.  And people are around you are effort-
lessly smiling!  
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Of course it is possible that it is all too late.  I 
have a daughter now so I’m hoping for the best.  
If we do consume less, will the earth notice and 
give us some more… life?  Things will never be 
the same, and we were never the main point.   I 

warred against and shopped into the ground will 
know when their killers change. 

—Reverend Billy
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Biographies

FRANCK ANDRÉ JAMME has published sixteen books 
of poems and fragments since 1981, as well as 
numerous illustrated books. He has been praised 
by Henri Michaux, René Char and Steve Lacy and 
translated by John Ashbery. He is also a specialist 
and curator of contemporary Indian tantric, brut 

 
DONALD BAECHLER, a painter and sculptor, was 

-
nationally both in galleries and museums, and his 
works are in the permanent collections of numer-
ous museums, foundations, and major corporate 

served as editor in chief of Ajax Press, a small 
publisher of art books and fanzines. In 1994 

of the Skowhegan School, and over the years he 
has taught and lectured at Universities and Art 

and in Europe by Thaddaeus Ropac Gallery, Paris 
and Salzburg.  

SARNATH BANERJEE 
later received an MA in Image and communica-



  

tion from Goldsmiths College. He wrote graphic 

Capers’, on the scandals of 18th century Calcutta, 
both published by Penguin India, and Denoel, 
France.  He has received several awards such as 
the MacArthur fellowship, Indian foundation for 
Arts, Egide bursary in Paris.  He has been a fel-

-
pest and is currently a fellow of the Akademie 

runs Phantomville books that exclusively publish 
graphic novels. He has also participated at The 
Sao Paolo bienal, Arco in Madrid and Frieze in 
London, Mori Museum, Tokyo.  
 
ROBYN BEECHE (b.1945) Sydney has been resid-

cows roam) since 1992 for the archive of Sri Cait-
anya Prema Samsthana. She is involved with eco-
logical projects for the preservation of heritage, 
river Jamuna and solid waste management in the 
town. She directed ‘Holi — a festival of colour’ in 
1989 and published Celebrating Krishna in 2001 

throughout the 80s she specialized in fashion and 
beauty photography in London working with 
Zandra Rhodes and Andrew Logan.  Contact: 
rbeeche@gmail.com 
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REVEREND BILLY (BILL TALEN)  A student of the 

Talen has staged experimental plays, published 

where the experimental preacher began his career 
with the other sidewalk preachers on Times 
Square. Specializing in exorcisms of sweatshop 

the neighborhood, he set up his portable pulpit at 
the door of the Mouse. The preacher was soon ac-
companied by singers, and began staging whole 

-
active plays of the day 
 
LEE ANN BROWN is Associate Professor of Eng-

and The Sleep That Changed Everything.  She 

the River), a space for multimedia poetic perfor-

GRETA BYRUM is an urban planner, poet, and co-

-
chian Trail 2000-miler, but she loves city living, 
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FRANCESCO CLEMENTE

self taught and studied architecture in 1970 at the 
University of Rome. Since 1982 he has spent his 

(now Chennai) in India, where he collaborates 
-

is a collection of 48 miniature handmade books 
featuring American and European poets and 
philosophers printed in Madras. Retrospectives 
have been organized by the Sezon Museum of Art 
in Tokyo (1994) and the Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum (1999).
 
JOHNNY COYNE:  I was born in Fairbanks Alaska, 
and at the age of two my father moved the fam-
ily down to the lower 48. In a relentless quest for 
better employment, he dragged us from coast to 
coast. My earliest memories are of airports and 
highways. Somewhere between stops I began 

-
ture and I live in Iowa City where I’m actually 
making a living as an artist and a hard working 
slacker. I travel whenever I can. 
 
The Five Year Plan has been produced by NAN-
DITA AND TARUN DEVRAJ , OF RUDRAKSH, Jaipur 
India. Rudraksh is a printing and manufacturing 
unit, specializing in design using regular as well 
as organic, plant based dyes, for boutique printed 
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and embroidered clothing. Its vision is to send an 
environmental message via printed textile and 
handmade paper. Tarun Devraj passed away on 

plan has been executed by his partner and wife 

over 20 years in the industry, the company aims 
to keep his dream alive aspiring to continue the 
exceptional work that he excelled in.

 JULIE DOUCET obtains 
in 1987 a Printing Arts diploma at the Université 
du Québec à Montréal. Around the same time, 
she began her Dirty Plotte serie as a mini-comic 

Harvey Awards. Doucet then drew comics and 
moved around a lot. Until 1999, when she decid-
ed to explore other forms of art : etching,  
silkscreen printing, collage and writing.  
She currently lives in Montréal and works on ani-

 
 
DAVID DUNLAP

ball point pen.  Using  black, I make a dot, 
often one-quarter inch in diameter.  This seems  
to soothe me.  Then I feel out my sadness.  
Then I draw toward my sadness using all the 
colors.  I do not stop until I am flooded with 
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THE ARTIST ESTEBAN (AKA: STEVEN WARNER)
Esteban set up and guided the design of the 5 Year 
Plan website.  Esteban worked for 30 years as a 
Chocolatier, Graphics Designer, entrepreneur, and 
webmaster.  10 years ago he returned to painting, 
focusing on the art of watercolor male nudes from 
life.  Most recently has returned to earlier forms, 
creating non-objective abstract paintings, as well 
as oil portraits on canvas.  He continues to assist 
artists with interfacing with the internet, design-
ing, and tweaking websites. (http://artofesteban.
com; estebandraws@mac.com).

KRISTA FREIBAUM AND ZOE TURNBULL, SERIOUS BUSI-
NESS PR.  Krista and Zoe are boutique, new-media 
PR consultants providing the fashion, art, media 
and technology industries with digital content 
strategy and story ideas that create global conver-
sation online. 

JANE GILMOR is an intermedia artist and profes-
sor at Mount Mercy University in Cedar Rapids, 
Iowa. Her work is included in Lucy Lippard’s 

Feminist Art, and Love’s Pioneer Feminists: 

-
gal, and residencies in Ireland, Italy, and the U.K. 

Foundation, The Los Angeles County Museum of 
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Art, The Des Moines Art Center, and The Muse-
um of Contemporary Art in Chicago. In 2009 she 
had a solo exhibition at Long Island University in 

ALLEN GINSBERG’S signal poem 

the most widely read poems of the 20th century. 

his exploration of eastern religions, vociferous 

to that decade’s counterculture.   A co-founder 

American Academy of Arts and Letters, and was 

the world till his death in 1997. 
 
TAMARA GONZALES b.1959 Madera, California. 

Her paintings and installations play with Day-of-
-

lyn found-toy imagery, among other things. She 
has shown at PS1, the:artist:network, and most 
recently, Party Expo. Currently she is collabo-
rating with poet Jerome Sala on Prom Queen, a 
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in the studio she teaches yoga classes at Abyhasa 

sent to durgatam@gmail.com  
 
JAMES GREEN

Education: self-taught
Currently lives and works in D.C.

 
VIJAY KUMAR HANDA  
at Shekhupura in undivided India, now Paki-
stan.  Education: Finished law graduation and 
went for law practice but it did not impress me 

1974 on the line shown by Gandhi. From 1977 
-

ing with Gandhi Hindustani Sahitya Sabha (1 
-

ing the spinning in the capitol and nearby places 

trying to expand Gandhian thought by working 
with students. I taught charka to Geraldine James 

MRS. BINA HANDA  -
diately after Independence Day (15/8/47) and 
born into Independent India.  Education: She did 

-
versity and honored as best all around student of 
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the year. She did her MA in hindi and from Agra 
University and immediately got jobs with De-
fense Ministry as a translator and hindi teacher in 
Delhi Milk Scheme School. She did not join either 
job and started her career for service to human-

who trained her for spreading spinning and other 
Gandhian activities in different colleges in Delhi. 
In 1973 when Khaka Sahib Kalilkar, the founder 
of Gandhi Hindustani Sahitya Sabha showed his 

-
sibility and she joined Gandhi Hindustani Sah-
itya Sabha for spreading spinning and Gandhian 
thought among the the different schools and 
other parts of Delhi. Since then she’s working 
there with her husband. Moreover she also taught 

festival at the American Embassy School.

MEAGAN ILEANA began stitching while living in 
the Himalayas with her family at the age of three 
and has been lucky enough to continue to travel 
extensively around the world, living in India for 
over four years.  Most recently she returned to 
India to gather inspiration and explore Indian 
handmade textiles and embroidery. She has made 
a home in the beautiful hills of Southern Indiana 
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in a wonderful community where she is learn-
ing the delights of organic gardening and urban 
homesteading.   Meagan feels that art is the only 
way for her to express her appreciation of life’s 
beauty.
 
JEFF KEY

from the University of Alabama. 
 Jeff wrote the critically acclaimed one-man per-
formance piece, The Eyes of Babylon.  He estab-

help the veterans of this war, and supports phil-
anthropic efforts in Iraq to help Iraqi civilians. 
 Jeff Key is the subject of a Showtime documen-
tary entitled Semper Fi: One Marine’s Journey that 

-

in Salt Lake City.   
www.MehadiFoundation.org; 
www.SemperFiTheMovie.com

 

Intense and quiet, PUSHPA KUMARI grew up in her 
maternal grandparent’s home, surrounded by 
beautiful Madhubani paintings made by her grand-
mother, Maha Sundari Devi, one of the foremost 

special is that though she is rooted in her centuries 
old tradition, she has incorporated not only con-
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temporary ideas and treatment, but also, an artistic 
intensity, an aesthetic ideal that is truly her own.  In 
Pushpa’s words, to move forward, one has to often 

-
ergy) has to be played out to be replaced by another. 
In American Pushpa’s work can be seen at Cavin-

 

LOUISE LANDES LEVI: -

-
ucation-the garden, the street, the chance encoun-
ter. 3 years in India - Translations fr. Rene Daum-

-

-
maya JA JA  
 
MELISSA LOCKWOOD, -
lissa Lockwood is an interdisciplinary artist.  
She has an MFA in Performance Art from the 



  

University of Iowa.  Melissa works in perfor-
mance, video, drawing, painting, photography 
and fashion design.  Melissa Has traveled in-

garments made from salvaged fabrics.   Her work 
is often involved with environmental issues, 
having worked with the Yes Men,  Green Peace 
making group actions and her line of clothing is 
an example of up-cycled fabrics.  Artist Portfolio: 
http://melissalockwood-artistportfolio.iqtest-nyc.
com  Fashion Site:  http://www.iqtest-nyc.com
melissalockwood27@hotmail.com 
 
CHRIS MARTIN

 
human being 
 
SHIV MIRABITO 
yogi, anthropologist, archivist, artist, photog-

of the small co-operative press Shivastan 
Publishing which craftprints limited edition 

in Kathmandu and he now divides his time 
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YOKO ONO is a multi-media artist who con-
stantly challenges the traditional boundaries 
of art, known for her groundbreaking concep-
tual and performance pieces, experimental 
films and music. Yoko’s creative influence and 
prolific artistic output continues to inspire new 
generations. In 2009, she was the recipient of 
the prestigious Golden Lion Award for Life-

-
geous, Yoko smiles and says, “I do have to rely 
on my own judgement, although to some people 
my judgement seems a little out of sync. I have 
my own rhythm and my own timing, and that’s 

 
INDIA RADFAR, poet (India Poem, the desire to 

Relation), indiaradfar@usa.net

MONISHA RAJA grew up in India. She moved to 
the States and began her career in Fashion while 

-
tively in watercolours and gouache.
Her current series of Yantra and Mandala paint-
ings are inspired by Indian and Tibetan tantric 
art. Monisha studies Thangka painting with 

she can be found teaching yoga and designing 
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ANDY ROTMAN is Associate Professor of Religion 
at Smith College. His research concerns the ways 
in which seeing and what is seen in South Asia 
function as part of social history and material 
culture. This interest is apparent in his research 

the north Indian bazaar. He recently published 

translation of the Divy vad na, one of the most 
-

-
-

siders the construction of faith as a visual practice 

as part of overlapping visual and moral systems. 
 
GURPREET KAUR SIDHU.  In 1991, Gurpreet co-
founded a design and crafts development and 

It was conceived as a space within which free 
interactions could take place between artists, 
craftspeople, environmentalists and designers to 
creatively address the re-vitalisation of India’s 
tremendous wealth of artisanal skills as well as to 
promote the sustainable use of natural resources. 
The ideas and experimentations that followed 
were the seed that grew to become the ‘People 
Tree’. Today, as the director of People Tree,   
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www.peopletreeonline.com.  Gurpreet carries 
its spirit across time and space—directing the 
present, preserving the past and envisioning the 
future. 

a passion for photography, and is a member of 
the advisory board of the Sambhavna Trust, a 

of Toxics Link, an organization working on toxic 
chemicals research, monitoring and awareness is-
sues. Gurpreet regularly conducts art and ecology 
workshops with schools and college students in 
Delhi. 
 
ORIJIT SEN.   Orijit is a graphic artist, trained at 

in diverse media  on print, textile and exhibition 
design projects . He has produced a number of 

illustration, including The River Of Stories (1994) 

novel. He is one of the founders of People Tree— 
a pioneering centre for art and ecology. His cur-
rent projects include Carnama
and Panj Paani - a large-scale narrative mural for 
the prestigious Khalsa Heritage Museum project 

his wife Gurpreet Sidhu and daughter Pakhi. 
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AARON SINIFT was born and raised in Iowa and 

-
tion has come from listening and extensive travel 
throughout the world, especially in India.  He is the 

and will spend the rest of his life making art.

ERIN STACK holds a MFA in Painting from the School 
of the Art Institute of Chicago and a MA in Counsel-
ing Psychology from Leslie University. Originally 
an abstract painter, Erin’s art now focuses on raising 
environmental consciousness and cultivating ethical 

Green Artists League (GAL) an interdisciplinary col-
lective of eco-artists who create public art address-

community as vehicles for transformation, GAL is 
both an art-making collaborative and a forum for 
contemporary artists to explore the relationship of 
art and ethics in an era of ecological degradation.
www.greenartistsleague.org
www.erinstack@comcast.net
 
JOHN STUDER:  As an AmeriCorps alum, a musician 

-
uting left-brain energy to projects that involve the 
arts, social justice, and sustainability.  Helping with 
the 5 Year Plan has allowed him the opportunity 
to witness all of these elements come together in 
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one beautiful collaboration.  John currently lives 

for a digital agency in SoHo, or playing drums in 
 

TIM WEHRLE.  If I don’t create anything, I become 

Iowa 1978. I have no particular place to be, but 
hopefully soon I will be married and comfortable 
making art in my backyard and taking long naps in 
a hammock. I like to sleep. I need lots of it. I can say 
I probably slept through 70 percent of my life. Sleep 
allows make to construct ideas, stories, patterns 
that I note down. then use later in my drawings and 
paintings. I have been in several exhibitions through 

writing them down. I like one on one conversations. 
Come visit me. 
 
GLORIA WILLIAMS

artist, poet, writer, and vocalist for the music group 

and literary magazines A Gathering of the Tribes 

Holt). She has read and performed her work at 
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and for the former www.PlanetAuthority.com site 
(1998-2000) for Earthly Matters a monthly column 
of interviews, social commentary, writer’ and visual 
artist’ resource information.   
 
PETER LAMBORN WILSON studied at Columbia Uni-

India and Asia, and settled in Iran for nearly ten 
years, undertaking voluminous reading of Islam 
heretical texts and studying the historical and 

returned to the United States in the 1980s and be-
gan a series of bi-weekly radio broadcasts known 
as the ‘Moorish Orthodox Radio Crusade’ on 

-
lective, and author of dozens of books of poetry, 
literary and cultural criticism.  EC(O)LOGUES:   

2010
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The 5 Year Plan Project would not have been pos-

sible without the generous participation and sup-

port of these People and Institutions.

Mary Solt Sinift

Frayda and Ronald Feldman

Paula D. Matthews, Stanford Calderwood Direc-

Stanford University Special Collections Library

Stanford University Art Library

University of Iowa Libraries

Maria Hedman + John Sinift + Erik Sinift

Laura Iorio + Gerard Maynard + Declan Maynard

Alan Dryg

Abner Dwight Relente

Anneke + Chris + Colin McEvoy

April Gornik

THANK YOU!
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Claire Eike

David Anolik

Edwina von Gal

Eileen Cohen

Frank Riehl

Fred Ohlerking + Tom Lyden

Harvey Kivel

Hudson

India Radfar

Jame Gilmor

Jo Ann Secor Skolnick

Joan Livingstone

John Studer

Julie Rosenberg

Kurt Allerslev

Lee Dale
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Richard Rezac

Roberta Alencastro

Selig Sacks + Sons

Jill Levine + Steve Kiester 

Mary Suzanne Sinift

Teresa Slobuski

Felipe T Rabin

Ai Kijima

Alyssa Paige

Amy Hamilton Stewart

Anita Jung

Annabel Daou

 

Stephen Perkins

Auren E. Kaplan

Charyn Pfeuffer



  

Chloe Eudaly

Christine Lambert

Christof  + Sarah, Ella and Josephine Knorr

Dana Hoey + Henry

David Dunlap 

Deb Stein + James Knutson

Deborah Greel

Diana Klein

Donna Suppipat

Erich Domingo

Erich Ian

Eve Aschheim

Helen Klebesadel

Jim Duke

Jen Kollmer , Curtis Yarvin +Sybil Yarvin

Johnny Coyne
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Jon Kornik

Juan Gomez

JudithGalluzzo

Juliana Francis Kelly, David Patric Kelly +  

Margarethe Jane Kelly

Kathy Good

Leslie Hollis

Liz Roberts

J.K. Maclean and Family

Mark Crawford

Mary Kelly + Robert Mindel

Michael Kunitzky

Paul M Quinn

Peter Hale

Philipp Schrauth
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Prerana Reddy

Rebecca Davis

Renata De Andrade + Miriam

Rosemarie Schulz

Sarah + Geoff, Donovan and Gweneth Seelinger

Shannon Conrad

Sophie Hawkins 

Susan + Richard Raiselis

Uriah Theriault

Andil Gosine

JAI MA!
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-

books as an art form and educational resource; 
to provide educational institutions and the pub-
lic with programming involving contemporary 
artist books; and to assist artists in exhibiting, 
distributing, and publishing innovative book-
work. 



 

kickstarter.com

pureproject.org



  

www.brooklynrail.org






